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Wavelets are a powerful tool for signal and image denoising. Most of the denoising 
applications in different fields were based on the thresholding of the discrete wavelet transform 
(DWT) coefficients. Nevertheless, DWT transform is not a time or shift invariant transform and 
results depend on the selected shift. Improvements on the denoising performance can be obtained 
using the stationary wavelet transform (SWT) (also called shift-invariant or undecimated wavelet 
transform). Denoising using SWT has previously shown a robust and usually better performance 
than denoising using DWT but with a higher computational cost. In this paper, wavelet shrinkage 
schemes are applied for reducing noise in synthetic and experimental non-destructive evaluation 
(NDE) ultrasonic A-scans, using DWT and a cycle-spinning implementation of SWT.  
A new denoising procedure, which we call Random Partial Cycle Spinning (RPCS), is 
presented. It is based on a cycle-spinning over a limited number of shifts that are selected in a 
random way. Wavelet denoising based on DWT, SWT and RPCS have been applied to the same 
sets of ultrasonic A-scans and their performances in terms of SNR are compared. In all cases three 
well known threshold selection rules (Universal, Minimax and Sure), with decomposition level 
dependent selection, have been used. It is shown that the new procedure provides a good robust 
denoising performance, without the DWT fluctuating performance, and close to SWT but with a 
much lower computational cost.  




1.  Introduction 
The detection of small flaws is a difficult problem in ultrasonic non-destructive evaluation 
(NDE) of composite or highly scattering materials since pulse-echo signals from small defects are 
frequently masked by noise generated by wave scattering at material microstructure. This grain or 
structural noise is a type of signal-dependent noise whose frequency spectrum overlaps with the 
frequency response of the ultrasonic transducer. Usual techniques for white noise reduction, like time 
averaging or band-pass filtering, are not effective for grain noise reduction. Therefore, specific 
methods have been proposed, generally based on obtaining spatial or frequency diversity [1-3]. 
Signal denoising by wavelet shrinkage was introduced by Donoho et al. with applications to 
white noise reduction [4-6]. The extension of the original method to colored noise problems was 
performed by using different adaptive thresholds for each frequency band. The values of these new 
thresholds are related to the energy of the signal at the corresponding wavelet decomposition level. 
The use of decomposition level dependent thresholds, for reduction of correlated noise using wavelet 
shrinkage, was introduced in [7]. 
Noise reduction using wavelets is a well established technique [8]. Most of wavelet denoising 
procedures rely on the use of the DWT. Unfortunately, DWT is not a time or translation invariant 
transform and denoising results depend on the selected shift. Improvements on the denoising 
performance can be obtained using the shift invariant SWT [9-11]. Wavelet denoising using either 
DWT or SWT is a well established and efficient method for ultrasonic signal denoising. In particular, 
wavelet techniques have been used for noise reduction and flaw detection in different NDE 
ultrasonic applications [12-26]. It is considered as a non-parametric method, since any particular 
model is assumed and therefore any parameter must be estimated.  
The main limitation of DWT is that denoising results depend on the selected shift. The SWT 
denoising procedure includes all the possible shifts implying a high computational cost. An 
intermediate alternative is proposed in this work using a limited number of shifts, maintaining the 
quality of SWT denoising method but reducing the computational cost. In the intermediate procedure 
an important aspect is the selection of shifts. A first option is a fixed selection of shifts, but wavelet 
denoising is considered a non-parametric method and with this option it is necessary the selection of 
the shifts for each case and the results are sensitive to the selected shifts. A random selection of shifts 
maintains the non-parametric nature of the method and the results do not depend in a deterministic 
way of the selected shifts, also this selection method presents certain variability in repeated 
executions which could be useful in some applications. 
In this work, a new denoising procedure, which we call Random Partial Cycle Spinning 
(RPCS) is presented and applied to denoise synthetic and experimental ultrasonic A-scans. This 
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procedure is based on a) a cycle-spinning over a limited number of shifts and b) a random selection 
of these time shifts. Some preliminary results were previously presented [26]. In this paper, an 
implementation based on J+1 time shifts (being J the maximum DWT decomposition level) is 
analysed. Wavelet denoising based on DWT, SWT and RPCS have been applied to the same sets of 
ultrasonic A-scans and their performances measured in terms of signal to noise ratio (SNR) are 
compared. In all cases three well known threshold selection rules (Universal, Minimax and Sure), 
with decomposition level dependent selection, have been used. 
Several sets of 1000 synthetic ultrasonic A-scans with increasing initial SNR have been 
generated. In particular, 15 initial sets have been denoised using the different procedures (each one 
resulting in 9 denoised sets: three procedures and three threshold selection rules). For comparison 
purposes, the mean and standard deviation of the SNR of different sets have been computed. The 
coefficients of variation (ratio of standard deviation to mean) of the different denoised sets are also 
presented as a measure of the denoising performance (a robust denosing procedure should yield a 
high value of the resulting mean SNR value with a low dispersion).  
In addition, ultrasonic A-scans have been acquired from a test block made of austenitic steel 
and the DWT, SWT, and RPCS procedures have been similarly applied to denoise these 
experimental traces.  
  
2.  Denoising by wavelet thresholding using cycle spinning 
DWT is usually computed by means of the Mallat’s [27] algorithm. The input at each scale is 
decomposed into two frequency bands by means of the low-pass and high-pass filters corresponding 
to the mother wavelet. Then, down-sampling is applied and the low-frequency branch constitutes the 
input for the next iterative decomposition level. DWT generates the same number of wavelet 
coefficients than the number of samples of the initial ultrasonic trace. DWT denoising basically 
consists of three steps: a) a DWT transform of the input data; b) a nonlinear thresholding in the 
transform domain; c) an inverse wavelet transform. 
SWT can be implemented by means of the a’trous [28] algorithm, based on the same Mallat’s 
algorithm but omitting down-sampling of data and up-sampling the filter coefficients at each scale 
(by inserting zeros). The number of wavelet coefficients after SWT decomposition is L(J+1), being J 
the maximum decomposition level and L the number of samples in A-scan.  
An alternative approach consists in applying the DWT Mallat’s algorithm to all circularly-
shifted instances of the input signal. The term cycle spinning was introduced by Coifman et all [11]. 
The basic procedure aims to “average-out” the translation dependence of DWT by means of a) 
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shifting the input data, b) denoising the shifted data; c) un-shifting the denoised data; and d) average 
the different results. The maximum number of shifts for a shift invariant implementation is 2
J
. In 
theory the maximum number of shifts should be L, but in practice wavelet coefficient are repeated 
when the shift is greater than 2
J
 [29]. The final SWT denoised signal is the linear average of the 2
J
 
DWT denoised stages. Clearly, the use of SWT results in a notable increase of the computational 
cost.  
Denoising using SWT has previously shown a more robust and generally better performance 
than denoising using DWT. It should be noted that a’trous and cycle spinning implementations of 
SWT are equivalent but denoising results of these procedures are different because the non-linear 
thresholding in the transform domain. There are some additional advantages of cycle spinning 
denoising approach (which we do not explore in this paper) like the possibility of parallel processing 
or the use of different treatments, alternative to the average, for the final combination of the results 
obtained for each particular shift.  
Denoising with CS averaging over a limited number of consecutive shifts has been 
previously proposed [11]. In this paper, the evolution of the denoising performance, measured in 
terms of the SNR as a function of the circular shift number, has been studied using synthetic and 
experimental ultrasonic A-scans. According to the results, we propose the use of non-consecutive 
circular shifts. In particular, we propose a random selection of the shifts from a uniform distribution 
in the interval [1, 2
J
]. We call this procedure Random Partial Cycle Spinning. In this work, we use 
J+1 random shifts.  
The selection of threshold values is a key point in global performance of wavelet denoising. 
Three threshold selection rules, introduced by Donoho et al [4-6], are used in this work: Universal 
threshold (VisuShrink), Minimax and Sure threshold (SureShrink). They were initially proposed for 
white noise reduction and have been widely used. Bearing in mind the characteristics of grain noise, 
threshold values are determined independently for each decomposition level [7] and each shift. 
Additional threshold selection techniques have been proposed in literature but in this work, in order 
to analyze RPCS performance, we make comparisons using only these three well known threshold 
selection rules. Soft thresholding (wavelet shrinkage) is applied to the wavelet coefficients of the 
different scales. The remaining processing parameters were fixed in this work as follows: highest 
decomposition level J = 7, zero padding for border treatment in transform evaluation, and 
Daubechies db6 [30] as mother wavelet.  
The performance of different denoising procedures has been measured in terms of SNR 
defined as: 
 (t) / zonein target  peak valueSNR       (1) 
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where, target zone is defined as a window around the echo signal to be detected and (t) is the 
standard deviation of the whole ultrasonic A-scan. 
A second parameter to measure the quality of the denoised traces has been utilised, the 
coefficient of variation (CV) of the SNR: 
CV (SNR) = Standard deviation (SNR) / Mean (SNR)   (2) 
CV (SNR) is used as an alternative and complementary metric to compare the performance 
of different procedures in the denoising of a large number of signals. A robust denoising procedure 
should yield a high value of the resulting mean SNR with a low dispersion and therefore a low 
value of CV(SNR) indicates a good performance. 
 
3.  RPCS denoising of synthetic ultrasonic A-scans 
 
Ultrasonic speckle models are frequently used to generate synthetic registers for evaluating 
the performance of different algorithms [31-32]. In this work, using a previously developed 
ultrasonic grain noise generator [13], a set of synthetic ultrasonic grain noise registers N(t) have been 
generated. The noise generator is based on an approximate grain noise model described in the 
frequency domain [13]. The noise model accounts for frequency dependent material attenuation and 
frequency dependent scattering, and includes an accurate model for the transducer pulse-echo 
response that implies the correlation between the spectrums of ultrasonic pulse and noise. The grain 
model in the frequency domain can be summarized by following expression: 




1 ffffff       (3) 
where f is frequency, H(f) is the frequency response of the piezoelectric ultrasonic transducer, N1(f) 
represents the scatters distribution of the simulated material and 0 is factor that controls frequency 
dependent attenuation. An additional Gaussian white noise N2(f) is added in order to simulate the 
effects of the ultrasonic and measurement systems. 
Synthetic ultrasonic A-scans have been obtained by inserting a flaw signal (modeled as a back-wall 
echo S(t)) of a 1MHz ultrasonic transducer) at a fixed position of each noise register. 
)S(A)N()(TA ttt        (4) 
where N(t) and S(t) have been normalized in amplitude and therefore the value of parameter A 
determines the SNR of the initial traces. 
1000 noise registers have been generated with 4096 data points, sampling frequency 64 
Ms/s,  and 0 = 1.8 x 10
-26
. From the initial 1000 noise registers, several sets of 1000 ultrasonic A-
scans have been generated, each set with a different value of the signal amplitude parameter A of 
expression (3). The amplitude A of the inserted signal controls the initial SNR mean value of each 
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set. In particular 15 sets of 1000 A-scans have been generated, varying A from A= 0.6, to A=2, with 
0.1 increments and the mean values of the SNR of the obtained sets vary from 3.63 to 6.35. 
In the following, some denoising results for a single A-scan are presented firstly while 
results for the different sets of 1000 synthetic A-scans are analyzed lastly. 
Figure 1.a shows the time waveform of an ultrasonic A-scan randomly selected from the set 
of 1000 A-scans generated with A=1. Superimposed in red is the flaw signal inserted at the central 
position at approximately 32 microseconds. Figure 1.b shows the frequency spectra of A-scan and 
signal. This figure illustrates some characteristics of ultrasonic grain noise, with a frequency band 
that partially overlaps the frequency spectrum of the flaw signal to be detected.  
The three denoising procedures analyzed in this paper, DWT, SWT, and RPCS have been 
applied to denoise the ultrasonic trace of figure 1.a. The values of SNR of the initial and denoised 
traces are summarized in Table 1. It can be noticed: a) the very bad denoising performance using 
DWT with Universal threshold selection; b) the good performance in all cases with minimax 
threshold selection; and c) RPCS obtain results similar to SWT with the three types of threshold 
selection. As an example, the similarity of resulting time waveforms after SWT and RPCS denoising, 
using Minimax threshold selection can be appreciated in Figure 2.  
 
Table 1. SNR of initial A-scan and denoised versions using different procedures 
 Universal Minimax SURE 
Initial 4.19 4.19 4.19 
DWT 2.82 8.05 6.46 
SWT 6.32 8.51 7.94 
RPCS 6.76 8.55 7.76 
 
Figure 3 shows the resulting SNR as a function of circular shift number in the denoising of 
the same ultrasonic A-scan using an implementation of SWT with 2
J
 circular shifts of the input 
signal. It can be appreciated how SNR presents fluctuations with a quasi-periodic behaviour for the 
three types of threshold selection.  
Results of denoising the different sets of 1000 ultrasonic A-scans are presented in the 
following. At first, the set of 1000 synthetic A-scans generated with A= 1 has been denoised with the 
different procedures using the same set of processing parameters. The efficiency in noise reduction 
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has been evaluated in terms of the mean value of the SNR. Results for the different procedures are 
shown in Table 2. The higher mean values of SNR for the three types of threshold selection 
correspond to SWT processing, but the results using RPCS with only J+1 of the time shifts are very 
close using much lower computational cost.  
 
Table 2. Mean values of SNR for the initial set of 1000 traces generated with A=1 and 
denoised results using different procedures 
 Universal Minimax SURE 
Initial 4.47 4.47 4.47 
DWT 4.68 8.03 6.44 
SWT 5.84 8.35 7.07 
RPCS 5.98 8.35 7.09 
 
Lastly, the 15 sets of 1000 synthetic A-scans of 4096 data points were denoised using the 
different procedures. The mean values of the SNR of the initial and denoised sets are shown in 
Figures 4 for the different types of threshold selection. It can be appreciated how, as an average, 
SWT performs nearly always better than DWT denoising. It also should be noted that RPCS nearly 
replicates the performance of SWT. The use of SURE is better than Universal for low values of 
initial SNR (SNRini) while Universal threshold provides better result for high values of SNRini (this 
is in accordance with previous results obtained with a lower number of A-scans in the different sets). 
Finally, it should be highlighted the very good performance of denoising with minimax threshold 
selection rule.     
It should be noted that in the processing of the sets of 1000 A-scans we obtain the mean and 
the standard deviation of the SNR of each set. We could present additional tables and figures for the 
standard deviation of each case but we think that this would extend unnecessary the paper. For this 
reason, to summarize these results, we use the coefficient of variation (CV) of the SNR. 
Figure 5 shows the results of the different procedures analyzed in this paper. It can be 
appreciated how with this metric SWT denoising performs always better than DWT denoising. It can 
also be noted that RPCS nearly replicates the performance of SWT. The good performance of both 
Minimax and SURE thresholds, with rhombus and cross symbols respectively, can also be 
appreciated.   
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4.  RPCS denoising of ultrasonic A-scans composed from experimental registers 
Ultrasonic traces were acquired from a test block made of austenitic steel with drilled holes, 
using an ultrasonic transducer of 1MHz centre frequency and a pulse-echo ultrasonic analyzer. 
Experimental noise registers were acquired from areas without artificial defects and an ultrasonic 
pulse-echo response of the transducer was obtained using the back wall echo from a methacrylate 
block [26]. Registers were obtained with 2500 data samples. 
From an experimental noise register, several composed ultrasonic A-scans have been 
generated by inserting in the central position of the noise register the measured transducer pulse-
echo response, which constitutes the flaw signal to be detected. Normalizing in amplitude the noise 
register and the flaw signal and controlling the amplitude parameter A (as in equation 3), different 
composed A-scans have been generated with different value of the initial SNR.  
Figure 6.a shows the time waveform of the ultrasonic A-scan obtained with A=0.8, where 
superimposed in red is the flaw signal inserted in the central position at approximately 53 
microseconds. Figure 6.b shows the frequency spectra of the A-scan and pulse-echo signal. This 
figure illustrates again some characteristics of experimental ultrasonic grain noise, with a frequency 
band that overlaps the frequency spectrum of the flaw signal to be detected.  
The three denoising procedures analyzed in this paper, DWT, SWT, and RPCS have been 
applied, similarly to the previous section, to denoise the ultrasonic A-scan of figure 6.a. The values 
of SNR of the initial and denoised traces are summarized in Table 3. It can be noticed: a) the bad 
performance in all denoising cases when using Universal threshold selection; b) the good 
performance in all denoising cases with minimax threshold selection; and c) RPCS obtains a 
performance similar to SWT with the three types of threshold selection. As an example, the 
similarity of time waveforms after SWT and RPCS denoising, using Minimax threshold selection 
can be appreciated in Figure 7.  
Table 3. SNR of initial experimental composed A-scans and denoised results using 
different procedures 
 Universal Minimax SURE 
Initial 4.33 4.33 4.33 
DWT 2.53 7.29 7.09 
SWT 4.26 9.01 6.64 




Figure 8 shows the resulting SNR as a function of shift number in the denoising of the 
experimental ultrasonic A-scan of figure 6.a, using an implementation of SWT with 2
J
 circular shifts 
of the input signal ( ).  Similarly to figure 3, fluctuations and quasi-periodicities are present in SNR. 
This figure also illustrates how the results of DWT denoising with SURE threshold selection (first 
point in the figure with shift = 0) are better than the results with SWT and RPCS. The random shifts 
for RPCS implementation in the processing of these composed traces were selected in shorter 
interval [1 , 2
J-2
], due to signal length and quasi-periodicities shown in this figure.   
Changing the value of the amplitude parameter, from A=0.6 to A=2 with 0.1 increments, 15 
composed experimental ultrasonic A-scans have been obtained, with initial SNR varying from 3.74 
to 7.71. These traces have been used for evaluating the influence of the input SNR on the different 
denoising procedures. As previously done, these A-scans have been denoised combining the three 
processing algorithm (DWT, SWT and RPCS) with the three thresholds (Universal, Minimax and 
Sure) resulting in 9 denoised register for each initial trace. Figure 9 shows the SNR of initial and 
denoised traces as functions of A for the three types of threshold selection. The use of Universal 
thresholds yields very bad results for the detection of weak signals in all cases. A good performance 
of RPCS close to SWT, maintaining its quality and robustness, but reducing the computational cost, 
can be observed in all cases. A good performance in signal denoising for low values of SNRini can 
be noted for the different procedures when using Minimax and SURE threshold selection.  
 
 
5.  Discussion 
The shift dependence of the denoising performance, measured in terms of the SNR has been 
studied in this paper using synthetic and experimental ultrasonic A-scans. The SNR of shifted A-
scans as a function of shift number (2
J
 total number of shifts) shows fluctuations with quasi-periodic 
behaviour.  In particular, figures 3 and 8 provide an insight in the performance of cycle spinning 
procedures: i) they illustrate some quasi-periodicities that are present in the cycle spinning 
implementation; ii) the SNR after SWT denoising is also displayed in a red line; iii) the fluctuations 
on SNR explain that in some cases SNR after DWT denoising can be better than SNR after SWT 
denoising; iv) results of SWT are more robust although at the cost of a higher computational cost. 
Finally, from this figure it can be easily understood that, in the case of a limited number of shifts, a 
random selection of shifts is generally better than a consecutive selection of shifts. Circular 
consecutive shifts (right, left or half left and half right) will tend to maintain DWT performance 
(either good or bad) while a non-consecutive selection will provide a more robust performance like 
SWT.   
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The RPCS denoising procedure implies a random selection of the time shifts. As a 
consequence there is an intrinsic variability in the denoising performance. We have study this 
variability using 100 random generations of the time shifts (100 different execution of the RPCS 
procedure). We have found that the variability is small especially for Minimax and Sure threshold 
selection which in addition provide a better denoising performance. In consequence, RPCS can be 
considered as a robust and efficient denoising procedure with a performance close to that of SWT 
but with a lower computational cost.  
The computational cost of DWT algorithm is well established, resulting of order N, being N 
the number of samples of the A-scan. The computational cost for the present RPCS denoising 
implementation is approximately J+1 times the cost of DWT denoising procedure. The 
computational cost of a cycle spinning implementation of SWT is initially 2
J
 times the cost of DWT 
denoising procedure. Alternatively, RPCS can be implemented with a number of shifts lower than 
J+1 and a selection of these shifts in a shorter interval. 
 
6.  Conclusions 
 
A new wavelet shrinkage scheme, based on a quasi translation invariant transform, is 
presented and applied to noise reduction in synthetic and experimental ultrasonic A-scans. The new 
denoising procedure, Random Partial Cycle Spinning (RPCS), is based on a cycle-spinning over a 
limited number of shifts and a random selection of these time shifts. In particular, an implementation 
based on J+1 time shifts (being J the maximum decomposition level) is proposed, but it should be 
noted that RPCS can be implemented with a lower number of shifts. 
Several experiments comparing the new RPCS wavelet shrinkage algorithm with others 
based on SWT and DWT have been presented. In these experiments three threshold selection rules 
have been used (Universal, Minimax and Sure) with decomposition level dependent threshold 
selection in all cases. Evaluations and comparisons presented in this paper provide an insight into 
the way the translations of the input signal influences the denoising performance.  
It is shown that the new procedure maintains a performance close to that of SWT with a 
much lower computational cost, avoiding the fluctuating results of DWT denoising. The new 
procedure is effective and provides a good robust performance with only J+1 time shifts. CS 
denoising approach presents additional advantages such as a possible parallel processing as well as 
alternative methods for the combination of the denoised circular shifted versions. It is a simple 
robust procedure amenable to real-time implementation.  
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Figure 1 Ultrasonic A-scan composed from synthetic noise register and pulse modeled as a back-
wall echo (a), and frequency spectra of pulse and A-scan (b)  
 
Figure 2 Denoised synthetic A-scans after SWT and RPCS processing using Minimax threshold 
selection 
 
Figure 3 SNR as a function of shift number in the denoising of A-scan of figure 1 using SWT with 
2
J
 circular shifts. Red dotted line: SNR after SWT denoising. 
 
Figure 4 Mean values of the SNR after denoising of 1000 A-scans in each of the different sets for 
the different types of threshold selection 
 
Figure 5 Coefficients of variation of the SNR of the different denoised sets of A-scans 
 
Figure 6 Ultrasonic A-scan composed from experimental noise register and transducer back wall 
pulse echo (a), and frequency spectra of pulse and A-scan (b) 
 
Figure 7 Results of denoising the A-scan of figure 6.a using SWT and RPCS processing with 
Minimax threshold selection 
 
Figure 8 SNR as a function of shift number in the denoising of A-scan of figure 6 using SWT with 
2
J
 circular shifts. Red dotted line: SNR after SWT denoising. 
 
Figure 9 SNR resulting after different denoising procedures for composed experimental A-scans 














Figure 1 Ultrasonic A-scan composed from synthetic noise register and pulse modeled as a back-
wall echo (a), and frequency spectra of pulse and A-scan (b)  
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Figure 3 SNR as a function of shift number in the denoising of A-scan of figure 1 using SWT with 
2
J






















Figure 4 Mean values of the SNR after denoising of 1000 A-scans in each of the different sets for 
the different types of threshold selection 
  


























































































Figure 5 Coefficients of variation of the SNR of the different denoised sets of A-scans 
 
  






























Figure 6 Ultrasonic A-scan composed from experimental noise register and transducer back wall 
pulse echo (a), and frequency spectra of pulse and A-scan (b) 
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Figure 7 Results of denoising the A-scan of figure 6.a using SWT and RPCS processing with 






























Figure 8 SNR as a function of shift number in the denoising of A-scan of figure 6 using SWT with 
2
J































Figure 9 SNR resulting after different denoising procedures for composed experimental A-scans 
with increasing values of the initial SNR 
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